
 

Vegetable Mandolin Slicer 
Vegetable Mandolin Slicer 

(YT-9104, ST-9804) 
 

 

MANDOLIN SLICER (YT-9104 & ST-9804) is equipped with extraordinary keen-

edged, new type serrated blade. It can cut vegetable in any direction and various 

thicknesses with easy adjustment. 
 

Specialize in cutting fine slices & strands & French fries.  
Four interchangeable blades for various slicing purposes. 

 

Mandolin Slicer (YT-9104): This is the original 

model of Mandolin Slicer which is smaller and easy for 
storage. Suitable for general households. 
 
Specifications:  
= Dimension of Body of Product: 310 x 90 x 25mm,  

Weight: 310gm 
= Dimension of Inner Color Box: 320 x 118 x 33mm,  

Weight: 370gm 
= Materials: ABS resin, AS resin, POM resin and 

stainless steel blade 
= 4 interchangeable blades and FINGER GUARD. 
= Cutting surface area: Width: 64mm / Length: 310mm. 

Super Mandolin Slicer (ST-9804):  
This model is improved from the original Mandolin 
Slicer (YT-9104). The structure stays the same, but 
the CUTTING SURFACE is increased. You can cut 
bigger vegetables and fruits directly instead of cutting 
them in smaller size in advance.  
 
Specifications:  
= Dimension of Body of Product: 343 x 130 x 24mm, 

Weight: 450gm 
= Dimension of Inner Color Box: 346 x 145 x 35mm, 

Weight: 520gm 
= Materials: ABS resin, AS resin, POM resin  

and stainless steel blade 
= 4 interchangeable blades and FINGER GUARD. 
= Cutting surface area: Width: 95mm / Length: 350mm. 
 

 
Best quality blades: Our blades are extraordinary keen-edged, the new type 

serrated blade, which can be cut in any direction, various thickness with easy 
adjustment. Amazing garnishing as thin as 0.3mm to a thickness of 5mm, width 
from 1.0mm to 8.5mm, specialty in fine slices of tender ginger.  



 

What you can 
do with 
Mandolin 
Slicer:  
(1) Salad: 
zucchini, 
cucumber, 
cabbage, carrot 
slices.  
(2) Chips: potato, radish, carrot, burdock slices.  
(3) Desert: chocolate slicing for fondu, cheese slicing for 
pasta.  
(4) Seasoning: lemon slices/ ginger in various thickness.  
(5) Burger/Sandwich: onion strips.  
(6) For Sashimi: radish strands.  
(7) Appetizer: boiled lotus root, radish, pickle slices. 
(8) Sauses: chopped onion, garlic...etc. 

Four types of blades: 
1=) Flat Blades:  

                                               

Making thin slices potato / radish. 

 

Use the FINGER GUARD we provided, 

when the potato you are cutting is about 

half for safety. 

 

 

 

2=) Coarse Blades:  

 

Making dried cut radish strips. 

Attach the coarse blade on the machine and adjust thickness as desire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3=) Medium Blades: 

 

Make carrot and onion strips with medium blades. 

 

When cutting vegetable strips, keep turning after a 

few pushes in order to slice the edge of vegetables. 

 

 

 



 

4=) Fine Blades: 

Garnishing vegetables with 

fine blades. 

Attache the fine blade and 

adjust the thickness around 

1mm. You can make fine 

strings of vegetables for 

salad/pasta, garnish for 

sushi. 

 
Features: 
 
(1) TIMESAVING & INCREASE PROFIT: Fifty servings can be 

finished within five minutes.  
(2) Perfect sharpness. 
(3) SAFETY: No electric power, light weight, with FINGER GUARD 

provided. 
(4) Any vegetable can be cut into thin slices or strands. 
(5) Free and Easy thickness adjustment, from 0.3mm to 4mm. 
(6) Easy blade replacement: Double-sided blade for bi-directional 

cutting. Easy blade removal makes cleaning easier. 
(7) Perfect for home and professional use. 
 
 
It is a favorite among many chefs from various dining halls, 
restaurants, hotels, catering services, hospitals, schools, military 
organizations, institutions, vegetarians and housewives. Use it 
as promotional gift is also very common for companies. 
 

 
Packing: 
 
Mandolin Slicer (YT-9104): 
One piece in color box, 36 pcs in master carton, 
13.4kgs / 14.3kgs / 1.992 cft / 0.0564CBM (43 x 34.5 x 38cm) 
For 20’FCL: 510ctns / 18,360pcs. For 40’FCL: 1020ctns /36,720pcs. 
 
Super Mandolin Slicer (ST-9804): 
One piece in color box, 36pcs in master carton, 
18.2kgs / 19.5kgs / 2.54cft / 0.0719CBM (43.5 x 37.5 x 46.5cm) 
For 20’FCL: 400ctns / 14,400pcs. For 40’FCL: 810ctns /29,160pcs. 
 

 


